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rate of the Lombard cities. In Tuscany the development was
generally slower ; Pisa of course was a notable exception, and
Lucca had already begun its keen rivalry with Pisa; Florence
which owed its rise to the favour of countess Matilda, was
not to take a leading place until the thirteenth century.
In the South the beginnings of city autonomy had been
crushed by the Normans. It revived again under the weak
rule of Robert Guiscard's son, and Roger II was lavish
with charters before his succession was assured. After-
wards he revoked them, and while he encouraged trade he
kept the towns in submission to the will of a centralised
monarchy.
The position Though the popular classes had mastered the feudal
i?n the cittesS nobility> they did not exclude them from participation in the
life of the town. They allowed those already residing to
remain there, encouraged those in the countryside (contado)
to settle in the town, and forced others to come in so that
they could keep them under surveillance. In this way they
were able to extend their hold over the contado, which was
essential for the food-supply of the city. They gained also
an important accession of trained soldiers for their militia.
An army was necessary to them, since each city-state was
anxious to extend its borders at the expense of its neighbours,
and economic rivalry was so keen that inter-city wars were
from the twelfth century onwards a regular feature of North
Italian history. The nobles were not even excluded from
political rights. Many of them were able to obtain election
as magistrates ; it was the lower classes who were gradually
excluded, and in place of a popular assembly a council of
notables—nobles and merchants—shared with the consuls the
direction of affairs. But the presence of so many noble
families within the city was a cause of confusion and disorder.
They introduced into it their old factions and feuds and
disturbed its harmony. What had once been done had to
be done over again; the nobles were once more mastered
and this time were excluded from political power; but
this was a development that took place after the twelfth
century.
Trade         *-    Whatever the government, its purpose was always to
rivalries       enhance the economic prosperity of the city, and whether
industrial or commercial in its interests, to gain control of

